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A complete menu of Chick-fil-a from Louisville covering all 17 courses and drinks can be found here on the food
list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

User likes about Chick-fil-a:
eat good quality, but not overpriced. the trip thru is the fastest of just about all the other restaurants I was. Don't
let a long line stop you from eating here. the waffelfries are excellent and so is their makkaroni and cheese. the

hell is real huh. Finally, the staff is always so friendly, especially at this place. read more. In pleasant weather you
can even be served in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come guests with wheelchairs or

physiological disabilities. What User doesn't like about Chick-fil-a:
Horrible ..WRONG ORDER ..HAD TO DRIVE BACK..THEN BUNS WERE BURNT BLACK !! TASTED LIKE

BURNT UP FOOD. I ordered 3 sandwiches kale crisp brown rotten dried up kale coke large fries. FRYER OIL
PROBABLY 2 WEEKS OLD.. .TERRIBLE FOOD ..FF ARE RAW AND LIMP SOGGY COLD INSIDE. I CALLED

ANNA THE MGR. SHE JUST SAYS SORRY ..THATS IT ???? YUCK CHICK FIL A read more. If you're in a hurry
and need something quick, you can get delicious Fast-Food meals just the way you like it from Chick-fil-a in

Louisville, prepared for you in short time, and you have the opportunity to try tasty American meals like Burger or
Barbecue. You have a festival and want to enjoy the food at home? With the in-house catering service, that's no
problem, The light and healthy meals in the list of specialties also rate among the favorite dishes of the guests.
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Appet�er�
NUGGETS

10 m�� popular
SHAKE

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
CHEESE BURGER

Mai� course�
SIDE SALAD

Sandwiche�
CHICKEN SANDWICH

Ric�
SPICY CHICKEN

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Milkshake�
MILKSHAKE

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

Condiment�
SYRUP

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

PANINI

ICE CREAM

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

CHEESE

KALE

CHOCOLATE
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